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This invention relates to a machine for drying noodles, 
spaghetti, macaroni and other string-like products. While 
primarily designed for drying edible strings of material, 
it. can be used for drying strings of material other than 
edible ones, such as textile yarns and synthetic mono?la 
ments. In the speci?cation, the term “macaroni” will 
be used, but it is to be understood that said term is in 
tended to be broad enough to cover other strings of 
material as noted above where consistent with the context. 
The machine is constructed to dry macaroni which are 

looped over sticks or rods. It is the practice in the art, 
to dry macaroni or other edible strings by hanging them 
on sticks. Each stick has a row of strings looped overit. 
The devices, whichrproduce the strings and mount them 
on sticks, form no part of thiswinvention. Such devices 
deliver the sticks with the strings hanging from them at a 
more or less random rate. _ 

It is anrobject of the present invention to receive the 
sticks from said devices and to mount them in preferably 
evenly spaced relation on intermittently moving con 
veyers which carry the sticks through a drying chamber 
having controlled moisture, air circulation, and tempera 
ture. in fact, the conveyers only move when a stick is 
delivered to them. Upon such delivery,.they move a 
predetermined amount. The conveyers move step by step 
as successive sticks are delivered to it. 
A further feature of my drier is the provision of mech 

anism which sees to it that a stick is properly set on the 
conveyers before the latter are caused to have a step of 
motion. This is necessary to prevent the disarran'gement 
of the sticks and the entanglement of their strings as they 
move from one conveyor to another and leave the dis 
charge end of the last conveyer. _ 

In order to prolong the time the strings spend in the 
drying chamber, a plurality of drying conveyers, moving 
in synchronism, are provided, the sticks passing succes< 
s'ively from one conveyer to the next. 
The drier comprises broadly four vtypes of mechanism. 

( l) A conveyer for lifting off the sticks with their strings 
from the delivery or feed-in conveyor of the machine 
which produces the macaroni. (2) The horizontally 
moving drying conveyers for carrying the sticks with 
their strings through the drying chamber. (3) The trans 
fer conveyers which deliver the sticks and their strings 
down from one conveyer. to the next lower one, and 
(4) the ratchet mechanism for causing the drying con 
veyers to be given their step’ by step motion, 7 

Other objects and advantages will become apparent 
upon further study of the description and drawings, in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is an elevation of the drier taken along theline 
'1—-1 of Fig. 2, the front wall of the drier being considered 
to be transparent for the purposes of clarity in the draw 
mg. , . . 

Fig. 2 is a plan of the drier taken along the line 2—-2 
ofFig. 1. _ v p p _ V _v 

.Fig. 3 is a partial “elevation to an enlarged scale taken 
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along the line 3—3 of Figs. 2 'and 4, and showing the pick 
up conveyer and adjacent portions of the feed-in conveyor 
and of the top drying conveyer. 

Fig. 4 is a partial plan to an ‘enlarged scale taken along 
the line 4—4 of Figs. 1 and 3 and corresponding to the 
portion of the drier shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 5 is a partial elevation to an enlarged scale of the 
ratchet feeding mechanism at the left end of the second 
drying conveyer, ‘said ?gure being taken along the line 
5—.5 of Figs. 1, 2 and 6. 

Fig. 6 is a partial section to an enlarged scale taken 
along the line 6—-6 of Figs. 2 and 5. 

Fig. 7 is a diagram of the electrical system using a 
direct motor drive, and v 

Fig. 8 is a diagram of the electrical system using a 
clutch drive. _ _ 

Actually, the drier has greater length relatively to its 
width than shown in Figs. 1 and 2. _ It is shown relatively 
shorter because of the limitations of the drawings. _ 
The drier has enclosing walls 28, which form a cham 

ber 31') through which the loops of macaroni 31 are con 
veyed for their drying'pand tempering. Such a chamber 
is provided with devices, not shown, for subjecting it to 
control of its temperature, humidity and flow of air there 
throu‘gh as is well known in the art. ’ V I 
The macaroni 31 are hung on sticks 32 which are 

mounted on a feed-in conveyer 33 which is run as part 
of ‘the macaroni making machine, not shown, as it forms 
no part of this invention. As is usual in the, art, vthe 
sticks are carried along onconveyer 33 at random spac 
ing and even in positions otherwtha'u atright angles tothe 
direction of motion of said 'couveyer as note the extreme 
left stick 32, Fig. 2. ,Asvthe sticks approach the end of 
conveyer 33, they ‘come upon vguides 37, Figs. 2, 3 and 4, 
There is a guide 37,“ as seen Fig. 2, on each side of the 
machine. ‘Thefree e'ndsfof thersticks 32 rest on the 
chains of conveyer 33 and'as they approach the endof 
said conveyer, ‘on the ‘guides 37‘, Fig. 4, before the sticks 
pass on from the conveyor, Fig.3. ,When once on the 
incline of guides 377,,sticks szmeve, down by..-gravity. 
As seen in Fig._ 4}, the fre, end 4!) of a stick 32, is its 
portion beyond wherethe macaroni 31 hang... , ._ N 
“Lever 41 is loosely mounted on stub shaft 43 whichpin 

turn is supported fromchain guide 43, Fig. 3. 7 Chain 
guide 42 is supportedbybrac'ket 44, Fig. ,3. ‘Theretisna 
chain guide 42 on each side of ‘the driervfor backing up 
each pick-up conveyer- chain 27, as will be explained, 
Adjacent and to the rear of each lever 41, is a limit. or 
microswit'ch, switch 45, which. is adapted to be, actuated 
when its corresponding lever 41 is swung counter-clock 
wise about its short shaft 43. As will be explained later 
on, the drier is given, a cycle of motion only when both 
switches 45 are actuated at any one time, that is both 
levers 41 must be pressing against the switches. This 
can occur only when astick 32 slides down the inclined 
portion of guides 37. and has bothv of its, ends pressing 
against levers 41. ,_ When so pressing levers .41, a stick 
is set at right angles to the direction of motion of pick-up 
conveyer 27, whichrlatterxas will be explained, picks up 
they sticks and deposits them‘on top conveyor 46. When 
a stick, which is set crookedly on feed-in conveyer 33, 
such as theextreme; left stick. in Fig. 2, reaches the in 
clined portion of guides 37, one end of the stick will ‘slide 
down its guide and pressagainst its lever 41 before the 
other end of the stick reaches its lever 41. In such a. case, 
because only oneswitch _45 is actuated, the cycle of 
motion ,of the drier will?not begin. It, does not ‘begin 
until the other end of?the stick vhas had time to swing 
around to contactits lever 41, When the latter contact 

I is consummated, the stick is at right angles to the direc 
tion of motion of pick-up conveyer 27, both switches are 



3 . 

actuated, and the ‘cycle of motion is begun. This will be 
made clear when Figs. 7 and 8 are described. 7 
Motor 48 which furnishes the driving power for the 

drier, is caused to run when both switches 45 are actuated. 
Sprocket 49' on ‘the motor shaft drives chain 50 which in 
turn drives sprocket 23, Fig. l, ?xed to shaft 15 which is 
journaled in the walls 28 of the drier. Fixed to the 
opposite end of shaft 15 is a sprocket 51 which engages 
‘chain 35. Sprocket 36, which is ?xed to shaft 17, is 
driven by chain 35. . 

Shaft 17 carries ?xed to it sprockets 52, Figs. 1 and 3, 
for driving pick-up conveyer chains 27, the top of said 
chains passing over idler sprockets 56. Each conveyer 

. chain 27, in the embodiment shown, is provided with three 
weighted pick-up hooks 53, 54 and‘55 equally spaced and 
pivoted to the chain at a chain pin 57. The distance be 
tween the hooks equals the circumference of a sprocket 5,6. 
Sprockets 56 ‘make one revolution for each cycle of motion 
of thedrien, This means that for each cycle of motion of 
the drier, the lower pair of hooks 53, only the near one 
of the pair being shown in Fig. 3, is moved to the top 

. position shown for hooks 54, for discharging a stick 32 
picked up whilein the lower position in the previous 
cycle. 
The left hand run of each pick-up conveyer chain 27, 

Fig. 3, is provided with a guide 42 along which this chain 
run slides on its way up from driving sprocket 52 to idler 
sprocket 56. The top end of chain guide 42 is terminated 
at the bent back portion 58. The guide 59 shown con 
tinuing on upward in Fig. 3 past portion 58, is on the far 
side of the chain on a line with pick-up hooks 53 and 54. 
The back portion of hooks 53, 54 and 55 slides along 
guide 59 as they pass up along it. A similar guide is pro 
vided for the other hooks 53, 54 and 55 on the far pick-up 
chain 27, said latter hooks not being shown; When a 
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pick-up hook, such as hook 55, Fig. 3, is clear of guide ' 
59, it hangs in a position determined by its center of 
gravity. Upon reaching guide 59, the hook, such. as 
hook 53, is swung into such a position that a stick 32 
can move into it. There being two hooks 53, each end of 
a stick 32 is set in a hook. When a stick passes into the 
hooks it presses against levers 41 turning them to actuate 
switches 45. As previously explained, only'when both 
ends of a stick press levers 41 to actuate both switches 45, 
is the drier given a cycle of motion. During this cycle 
of motion, pick-up conveyer chains 27 carry hooks 53 up. 
Onthe way up,‘ the hooks are 'kept in position to retain 
the stick by sliding along guide 59. Upon reaching the 
position shown for hook 54, said hook is guided so that 
the stick is discharged to move by gravity along the curved 
upper edge of stop bars 60, the near bar only being shown 
in Figs. 3 and 4. The gravity motion of the stick is 
stopped by hooks 61 formed on bars 60. At the time the 
stick is stopped, the relative spatial adjustments of the 
various parts. of the drier are such that'the stick sets in 
depressions in the chains of top horizontally running dry 
ing conveyer46. The ability of the hooks to pivot about 
their pins 57, permits the hooks to swing out of the Way 
when the sticks are caught by bars 60. 

Stop bars or rectifying members “are provided at 
one end with a pivotal support 62 on housing walls 28. 
Near the other end, said bars are each provided with a 
cam roller 63, which rolls on a cam 64. Cams 64 are 
?xedly attached to idler sprockets 56 of pick-up conveyor 
chains 27. Cams 64 are set in such rotational relation 
with pick-up conveyers 27 and stop bars 60, that point X 
on the cams is under rollers 63 at the end of a cycle of 
motion of the drier. This means that at the beginning 
of the next cycle of motion, during which conveyer 46 
is given a step of motion, as will be explained, hooks 61 
on bar 60 will be depressed permitting a stick 32 on the 
conveyer 46 to. pass along as the conveyer moves. As 
noted above, sprocket 56, to which cam 64 is ?xed, is. 
given one revolution for each cycle of motion of the 
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For each cycle of motion of the drier, the drying con 

veyers, are given a step of motion, the drying conveyers 
being the top conveyer v46, the middle conveyer 65 and 
the bottom conveyer 66. A step of motion corresponds 
to the motion of a stick 32 from the position A to the 
position B shown for the sticks on top conveyer 46, Fig. 3. 
The mechanism for effecting the steps of motion for 

the drying conveyers during one cycle of motion of the 
It will be described in con 

nection with the particular mechanism for'moying ‘the’ 
middle conveyer 65 as seen in Figsrl, 5 and 6. 
As noted above, motor 48 is caused to run when both 

switches 45 are actuated. It will run until the current is 
cut off from it by an arm’ 67 , projecting from, hub 109 
?xed to shaft 16. As will be explained, shaft 16 is run 
by motor 48 through the intermediacy of several chains, 
sprockets and gears. Lug 67, when shaft 16 has turned 
one revolution, which it does for each cycle of motion of 
the drier, will close the gap between contacts 68 and 110 
and stop the motor 48 as will be more fully explained. 
This contact occurs when point X on cams 64 are under 
rollers 63. The energization of the motor is stopped when 
the drier has been given one cycle of motion, which corre 
sponds to one revolution of sprocket 56. 

Sprocket 23 has an eccentrically placed pivot pin 69 
upon which connecting rod 7 8 is pivotally mounted. . The 
upper end of rod 70 is pivotally connected to hell crank 
71, the latter being pivotally or loosely mounted on short 
shaft 72. Ratchet wheel 73 is ?xedly mounted on shaft 
72. . Bell crank 71 has a pawl 74 pivoted to it, the pawl 
being pressed by spring 75 to engage the teeth of ratchet 
wheel 73. The relative gear ratios are such that sprocket 
23 is given one revolution for a cycle of motion of the 
drier, which means that bell crank 71 is givenrrone, recip- ' ' 
rocation causing pawl 74 to turn ratchet wheel 73 through 
the angular distance of one tooth. Drivingsprocket 76 
is ?xed to shaft 72, and the relative sizes of the various 
parts is such that the motion imparted bygpawl 74 causes 
the near middle conveyer chain 65 to move two links 
for each cycle of motion. As seen partly in Fig. 2 there 
area corresponding connecting rod 70, bell crank 71, 
ratchetwheel 73 and pawl 74 on the far side of the drier 
simultaneously driven by shaft 15, and gear 111 ?xed to it, 
and moving the far middle conveyer chain 65 two links for 
each cycle of motion in unison with the near conveyer 
chain 65. p ' 

Top conveyer 46 is given a similar step by step motion 
to that justdescribed for the middle conveyer. The motor 
48 drives chain 77 which meshes with sprocket 78 ?xed 
to short shaft 79. Gear 80 is also ?xed to shaft 79, said 
gear meshing with gear 81 ?xed to shaft 16. Connecting 
rod 82 is eccentrically mounted on gear 81, said rod being 
pivotally connected to bell crank 83. Gears 80 and 81 
make one revolution for each cycle of motion. 'A pawl 
84 is pivotally mounted on crank 83 in a manner similar 
to the mounting of pawl 74 on crank 71. Pawl 84 is 
adapted to engage the teeth of ratchet wheel 85 in a man 
ner similar to the engagement of pawl 74 with ratchet 
wheel 73, ratchet wheel 85 being ?xed to short shaft 86. 
Sprocket 87 is ?xed to shaft 86. and driven by it. Top 
conveyer chain 46 is thus intermittently driven, by 
sprocket 87. In a similar manner, far top conveyer chain 
46 is driven by far ratchet 88, through the intermediacy 
of shaft 16, gear 89 ?xed to said shaft, a connecting rod’ 
90, eccentrically mounted onsaid gear, bell crank 91 ,' 
having a pawl not shown, similar to pawl 84'on the near , 
side. Ratchet wheel 88 -is ?xed to short‘ shaft 93. 
Sprocket wheel 94 is ?xed to short shaft 93 and drives 
far conveyer chain 46. . < V , 

Bottom conveyer 66 is driven from the top conveyer 
46. Near sprocket wheel 92, Fig. 2, is ?xed to short ' 
shaft 86 and far sprocket wheel 92 is ?xed to far short 
shaft 93. Chains 29'connect sprocket wheels 92 with 
sprocket wheels 95 on the outer ends of short shafts '96. 
suitablymounted in walls 28.- Idler sprockets 97, Fig. 



assists 
1, guide chains 29. Sprockets v98 are ?xed to the inner 
ends of shafts 96 and drive bottom conveyer chains 66. 
The front ends of conveyer chains 566 run on idler 
sprockets 25 loose on shaft 15, Figs. 5 and 6. 
The mechanism for transferring the sticks 32 with their 

macaroni from middle conveyer 65 to bottom conveyer 
66 will now be described. Similar mechanism is used 
to transfer the sticks from the top conveyer 46 to the 
middle conveyer 65. 

Referring particularly to Figs. 5 and 6, it will be seen 
that near side gear 22, which is fixed to shaft 15 meshes 
with gear 19 ?xed to short shaft 160. Gear 111 on the 
far side of shaft 15 meshes similarly with far side gear 
19. Both gears 19 make one revolution in unison for 
each cycle of motion of the drier. From here on, the 
near side gear 19, and its cooperating mechanism will 
be described, but it is to be understood that similar co 
operating mechanism is provided on the far side. Fixed 
to the opposite side of shaft 100 from gear 19 is a driv~ 
ing sprocket 20 which meshes with a transfer chain 24. 
The upper end of chain 24 runs over idler sprocket .1111 
which is loose on shaft 72. Hooks 102 are rigidly at 
tached to chain 24. In the particular embodiment shown 
there are four hooks 192 provided on chain 24. Idler 
sprocket 191, which is directly behind sprocket 76 on 
shaft 72, Fig. 6, has hook or ?nger 193 ?xed to it. As 
sprocket 101 rotates, it carries hook 103 against the last 
stick 32 on middle conveyer 65, pushing said stick off 
therefrom so that it moves over chain 24 until it is 
caught by the top hook1102 on the chain which is timed 
to be near the top and on its way down, in proper posi 
tion to receive the stick. The hook 102 at the top, 
Fig. 6, has not yet reached said position. A guide’ 104 
is provided adjacent the downward run ofchain 24 to 
prevent sticks 32' from coming off hooks 102. When top 
hook 102 carries a stick to near the bottom of the down 
wardly traveling run of chain 24, it discharges said stick‘ 
against the bottom curved portion of guide 194 which 
causes the stick to move by gravity onto bottom conveyer 
chain 66. 

Similar mechanism to that just described is provided‘ to 
transfer‘ sticks 32 from top conveyer 46 to middle con; 
veyer 65. T ransfer chain 185 on the near side runs at 
its top on an idler sprocket, not seen, which is loose on 
shaft 86. See Fig. 1. The near side is taken to be at 
the bottom of Fig. 2. The bottom of near transfer chain 
105 is driven by sprocket 108, Fig. 1, which is/?xed to‘ 
shaft 79. Chain 1115‘ carries hooks 102 in a similarpman 
ner to that already explained for transfer chain 24. On 
the far side a similar transfer chain 105 is provided hav 
ing hookslGZ in manner similar to near transfer chain 
105. 

In Fig. 7 the type of electric control shown, operates 
the drier directly by the controlled motion of motor 48. 
Said motor is at rest, except when the drier is being 
given its cycles of operation. 
Each limit or microswitch 45 comprises an insulative 

housing 115 in which is mounted a solenoid 116. The 
core 117 of the solenoid is provided with a stem 118 
which projects through the top of housing 115 into en 
gagement with spring terminal 119. Terminal 119 nor 
mally holds core 117 spring pressed down out of the 
solenoid 116, the downward travel of said core and 
stem 118 being limited by collar 120 ?xed to the stein. 
One terminal of the solenoid coil-116 is connected by 
wire‘ 125‘ to the pivot of pivotally mounted contact 68, 
which is pulled by tension spring 124 for rotational bias 
in a counterclockwise direction. Contact 68 is momentar 
ily swung in a clockwise direction at the end of each 
cycle by ?nger‘ 67 mounted on'shaft 16, Figs. 1 and 2, 
it being remembered that shaft 16 rotates once for each 
cycle. When contact 68 is swung‘ by ?nger 67 it engages 
spring contact 110,- momentarily closing the circuit to 
source through the coil of solenoid 116 by means of wires" 
125 and‘ 126. When‘ the" latter circuit is‘ closed“ core 
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117 is retracted against thev pressure, of spring terminal 
119. Bar 127 hastapered collar 128 ?xed to it at an 
intermediate portion and adisc 129 ?xed to it at its 
right end. Disc 129is slidably mounted in a cylindrical 
guide 130. At its other end bar 127 is slidably mounted 
in housing 115. Compression spring 121 in guide 130 
between disc 12,9 and housing 115, normally keeps bar 
127 fully extehded‘ from the left of the housing as shown 
in Fig. 7. The bulbous left end of bar 127 is normally 
lightly pressed against by. pivotally mounted lever 41 
as seen in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. This is so, as long as no 
end of a stick 32 presses against lever 41. When‘ the end 
of a stick slides down guide 37 against lever 41, bar 127 
is pushed in, so that collar 123 passes under the beveled 
lower end of core_117, raising the latter thereby against 
the pressure of spring terminal 119. Once collar'128 
passes core 117, the latter snaps down preventing the 
release of bar 127 torthe left. This contact is broken 
when solenoid 116 is energized, releasing bar 127. When 
collar 128 and core 117 are in contact, the circuit is closed 
between terminal 119 and terminal 131 of the left hand 
switch 45 of Fig. 7. Wire 1332 connects said terminal 131 
with one side of the source. The closing of the circuit 
between contacts 68 and 110 also energizes a similar 
solenoid 116 not shown, which is present in the right hand 
switch 45, diagrammatically shown in Fig. 7. This will 
release its bar 127 should it happen to have been pushed 
in by the end of a stick. The circuit through motor 
48 is closed only when both bars 127 are pushed in by 
the ends of a stick. This closes the circuit from the 
plus wire or" the source through contacts 119 and 131, 
not shown, of the right hand switch 45, through wire 
134 to the right terminal of motor 48,_through the motor 
to its left terminal, from its left terminal through wire 
133 to terminals 119‘ and 131 of the left hand switch 
45 and ?nally through wire 132 back to the source. 

In’ the modi?cation shown in Fig. 8, motor 48 is 
always connected to the source so that its runs con 
tinuously. Feathered to the motor shaft is a friction 
disc 135. Fixed opposite said disc, on an aligned shaft 
137, is a mating friction disc 136. A forked lever 139, 
rotatably mounted on pivot 140, engages disc 135 for slid 
ing it into and out of frictional contact with disc 136. 
When said discs are in, contact, conveyers 5t) and 77 are 
caused to run operating the drier. Linked to the right 
end of lever 139 is core 141 of solenoid 142. When 
solenoid 142 is energized, core 141 is withdrawn into 
the solenoid against the'pressure of spring 143. Solenoid 
142 is energized when both switches 45 are closed, as 
explained for Fig. 7, the’ current passing from the plus 
source‘ wire through the lower switch‘ 45, through wire 
144 to one terminal of solenoid 142, through‘ the sole 
noid, out its other terminal, through wire 145 to the 
upper switch 45, through the latter switch back to‘ the" 
source. When contacts 68 and 110 are momentarily 
closed, switches 45‘ are tripped open by the current ?ow 
ing through their solenoids 116, not shown. The tripping 
current ?ows from the plus source wire through contacts 
110 and 68, through wire 146 into the releasing solenoid 
of the upper switch 45, said solenoid not being shown, 
from said solenoid through wire 147 back to source. For 
the lower switch 45‘, the current ?ows from the plus 
source wire through contacts 110 and 68 through wire 
148 to the releasing solenoid, not shown,v of the lower 
switch 45, from said solenoid through wires 149 and 147 
back to source. 
The operation of the drier is as follows: 
Feed-in conveyer 33, delivers sticks 32 with their mac~ 

aroni strings to pick up conveyor 27. The cycle of'mo- 
tion of the drier is'started when the sticks leaving feed-in 
conveyor 33 have their ends operate both switches 45. 
Each end of a stick must actuate its corresponding switch 
before the cycle' of motion is started. This is to ensure 

I that ‘each end'of a stick is engaged at the same time by 
aihook SS‘onthe-pickmp conveyer chains 27.‘ A‘ crooked.‘ 
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stick, such as the extreme left stick, Fig. 2, will operate 
only one switch 45 and not start the electrically controlled 
mechanism for giving the drier a cycle'of motion. Con 
veyer chains 27 deliver a stick to move by gravity on stop . 
bars 60until each end of the stick engages a book 61 on 
a stop bar. This ensures that the stick is straight when 
it is carried along through the drier by top conveyer 4V6. 
Atithe beginning of a cycle of motion, the stop bars are 
permitted to swing down by gravity by cam 64 into in 
operative position. Simultaneously top conveyer 46 is 
given a step of motion, carrying the stick received, away 
from the stop bar for its ?rst step of motion through the 

This step of motion is effected for all the con 
veyers by the. operation of ratchet wheels 73, 85 and 88. 
From top conveyer 46, the sticks and their macaroni are 
transferred successively'by transfer conveyers 105 and 
24 to middle and bottom conveyers 65 and 6-6. The con 

. veyance of the sticks and their macaroni step by step 
through the drying chamber formed by walls on hous 
ing 28 effects the drying of the macaroni. When properly 
dried they are discharged from the drier by bottom con 
veyer 66. 

Stop bars 66 with their cams 64 to ensure straight set 
ting sticks may be provided by those skilled in the art at 
other locations at the beginning of conveyer runs in ad 
dition to being provided at the beginning of the runs of 
conveyer 46. 

I claim: 
1. In a drier for strings of material depending from 

' sticks, a plurality of conveyers for successively conveying 
the sticks,'electrically controlled mechanism in operative 
connection, with the conveyers, said mechanism, when 
actuated, moving the conveyers in synchronisrn. through 
a predetermined cycle, electrical contact devices connected 
to said mechanism and set adjacent to one of the con 
veyers, one of said devices being mounted to each side of 
said conveyer, each device being located to be engaged by 
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the end of a‘stick being received by said conveyer, the V 
engagementof the end of a stick with a device causing 
the device to be actuated, said devices being so connected 
electrically to the electrically controlled mechanism that 

' the latter is actuated only when both devices are engaged 
concurrently by a stick. . 

2. A drier comprising a drying conveyer formed to 
carry sticks thereon in maintained spaced relation, said 
sticks having strings depending therefrom, a second con 
veyer for delivering the sticks received by it to the drying 
conveyer, switch mechanism located at the receiving end 
of the second conveyer, said mechanism having a part 
located substantially at each side of the second conveyer, 
electrically controlled mechanism each time when actuated 
eifecting a step of motion of the'drying conveyer, members 
movably mounted on the drier, each member being lo 
cated to engage one of said parts and to engage the end 
of a stick being delivered to the second conveyer, the 
pressure of the end of a stick against a member moving the 
member to actuate its corresponding switch part, the 
switch parts being so connected to the electrically operated 
mechanism that the latter is actuated only when both ends 
of a stick press against said members. 

3. A drier comprising a drying conveyer for carrying 
sticks thereon in spaced relation, said sticks having strings 
depending therefrom, a second conveyer for delivering the 
sticks received by it to the drying conveyer, electrical con 
tact devices located at the receiving end of the second 
conveyer, one of said devices being located adjacent each 
side of the second conveyer, electrically controlled mecha 
nism when actuated effecting a step of motion of the dry 
ing conveyer, members movably mounted on the drier, 
each member being located to engage one of said devices 
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and to be engaged by the end of a stick being received . 
by the second conveyer, the pressure of a stick against a 
Vmember causing the member to actuate its corresponding 
device, said devices being so connected to the electrically 
operated mechanism that the latter is actuated only when 75 

both devices are actuated concurrently by a'stick,"a pair 
of stops movably mounted, one‘ adjacent each side of the 
drying conveyer at its-receiving end, to block a stick from 
being moved along by the drying conveyer when the stops 
are in operative position, said stops permitting a stick to 
pass when the stops are in inoperative position, said stops 
being in operative connection, with the electrically con-V 
trolled mechanism, the latter effecting the motion of the 
stops into their operative and inoperative positions in pre 
determined relation to the motion of the conveyers. 

4. A drier comprising a drying conveyer to carry sticks 
aiong in spaced relation, a receiving conveyer for receiv 
ing the sticks at one end and discharging them at its other 
end for their transference to the drying conveyer, swing 
ably mounted members, one member being located at 
each of the conveyers, each member overlapping both 
conveyers adjacent the discharge end of thereceiving con 
veyer, and receiving the sticks discharged from the receiv 
ing conveyer with each end of ;a stick setting on a mem- . 
her, said members being formed to guide the sticks along . 
them from the receiving conveyer to the drying conveyer, 
an upward projection forming a ?xed part relatively to 
each member for arresting the travel of a stick along the 
drying conveyer, when the member is set in one position, 7 
means for swinging the members out of said position to 
move the projections out of the way of a stick to permit its 
travel along the drying conveyer, electrically controlled ' 
mechanism in operative connection with the conveyers 
and means for swinging the members, said mechanism, 
each time when actuated, moving the conveyers and swing 
ing the members in synchronism through a predetermined 
cycle. 

5. in a drier for strings of material depending from 
sticks, a plurality of conveyers for successively convey 
ing the sticks, switch mechanism adjacent to one of the 
conveyers located to be engaged by the sticks in passing, 
electrically operated mechanism in operative connection 
with the conveyers and constructed to move the conveyers 
in synchronism, said electrically operated mechanism be 
ing in electrical connection with the switch mechanism, 
and moving the conveyers when said electrically operated 
mechanism is actuated, said switch mechanism when en: 
gaged by a stick actuating the electrically operated mecha 
nism, and a trip operatively connected to the conveyers 
to move in accordance with the motion of all of them, 
said electrically operated mechanism having a portion lo 
cated to be engaged by the trip in intervals of its motion 
of substantially equal extent, said engagement inactivating 
the electrically operated mechanism, said switch mecha 
nism comprising two parts, one of which is located at each 
side of a conveyer and in position to be engaged by the 
end of a stick in passing, the electrically operated mecha 
nism being actuated only when both of said parts are in 
engagement with a stick. 

6; In a drier for strings of material depending from ~ 
sticks, a plurality of conveyers for successively conveying 
the sticks, switch mechanism adjacent to one of the con 
veyers located to be engaged by'the sticks in passing, 
electrically operated mechanism in operative connection 
with the conveyers and constructed to move the conveyers 
in synchronism, said electrically operated mechanism be 
ing in electrical connection with the switch mechanism, 
and moving the conveyers when a circuit through it is 
closed, said switch mechanism when engaged by a stick 
closing the circuit through the electrically operated mecha 
nism, and a trip suitably mounted to move in accordance 
with the conveyers for effecting the breaking of the 'cir- 
cuit through the electrically operated'mechanism, said 
switch mechanism comprising two parts, one of which is 
located at each side of a conveyer and in position to be 
engaged by the end of a stickin passing, the circuit for 
operating the electrically operated mechanism being closed 
only when both of said parts are in engagement with a, 
stick. 

7. In a drier for dryingstrings depending from sticks, 
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a plurality of conveyers for successively conveying the 
sticks, one of the conveyers adapted to receive the sticks 
substantially at one end and discharge them substantially 
at its other end to a second conveyer, a pair of movably 
mounted members, one of the members being located at 
each side of the receiving conveyer and said second con 
veyer, each member overlapping both said receiving and 
said second conveyers adjacent the discharge end of the 
receiving conveyer, and receiving the sticks discharged 
from the receiving conveyer with each end of a stick set 
ting on a member, said members being formed to guide the 
sticks along them from the receiving conveyer to the 
second conveyer, an upward projection forming a ?xed 
part relatively to each member for arresting the travel 
of a stick along the second conveyer when the member 
is set in one position, means for moving the members out 
of said position to move the projections out of the Way 
of a stick to permit its travel along the second conveyer, 
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10 
mechanism in operative connection with the receiving con 
veyer, the second conveyer and the means for moving the 
members for effecting their motion in timed relation to 
control how the sticks set on the second conveyer. 
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